
Finishing Equipment



• Spotting table or cabinet 
• Ironing table 
• Form finisher 
• Topper 
• Finishing cabinet 
• Shirt and form finisher 
• Accessories (sleeve form finisher) 
• Shirt folder 

Finishing equipment



PrimusSoftWash.com

Finishing equipment

TThe way businesses finish each job 
reflects their commitment to providing 
customers with a quality service. 
CChoosing the right equipment can also 
help reduce wage costs by achieving the 
right results more efficiently. The 
SoftWash® finishing is remarkably quick, 
and of a very high standard.   
OOur experienced team are on hand to 
recommend the right spotting, ironing, 
form finishing, topper and press to meet 
the needs of every customer. 
WWe can also put customers in touch 
with our preferred partner suppliers,  
if they would welcome an introduction.



PrimusSoftWash.com

DETAILS OF EACH PRODUCT 
 



Basic

Mini-spotting portable unit Mod. Mercury 
 
Mini-spotting portable unit with stainless steel 
board to be connected to external compressed 
air supply. It is equipped with product gun with 
tank and air drying gun  
 
Available extras : 
➢Mobile support ( trolley )  
➢Kit for second spotting gun

Spotting table



Advanced

Spotting table with stainless steel board Mod. F793 
 
Cold Spotting table composed of a main board and sleeves 
spotting arm - both stainless steel 
It is equipped with:  
Two spotting guns with tank for liquid spotting agents  
One drying air gun  

Available extras :  
➢Electric vacuum unit foot starter  
➢Steam spotting gun  
➢Compressor 

Spotting table



Expert

Ecological cabinet for PRE and POST spotting Mod. EKO/1 
 
This unit is the ideal solution to improve the quality of your wet-
cleaning. This compact and functional unit (100x85 cm) offers both pre 
and post-spotting facilities in a reduced space . 
 
Pre-spotting unit includes : 
one 5 litre pressurised stainless steel soap tank with soap spray gun. 
Post-spotting unit includes:  
two independent pivoting stainless steel spotting bucks, cold spotting 
gun with tank and support, air drying gun. 
 
Available extras :  
•Steam/Air gun 
•Automatic electronic steam boiler 
•Soap tank with spray soap guns 
•Cold spotting gun 

Spotting cabinet



Basic

Universal ironing vacuum and blowing table, mod. FVC902/S 
 
Electrically heated VACUUM & BLOWING table, either with built-in 5 
lt electronic, automatic boiler, or for connection to external steam 
supply.  

Available Extras: 
➢Swinging arm with sleeve ironing shape or spotting shape 
➢Steam or steam/air gun or cold spotting gun 
➢Water spray on iron or water spray gun with support 
➢Overhead lighting either with or without suspension for iron

Ironing table



Advanced

Vacuum and blowing table with chimney - with or without boiler - 
fixed or adjustable height -COLD IRONING - Mod. NOVA PLUS/S  
 
Vacuum and blowing table electrically heated with insulated air-vent 
chimney. STAINLESS steel board allowing COLD IRONING thanks 
to the anti-condensation buck and special silicon padding.  
Equipped with a powerful built-in 3Phase vacuum fan. Provision is 
made for two swinging arms for the finishing board which can be 
used either side. 
A switch can reverse the vacuum/blowing functions of the foot 
pedals. Fixed board or adjustable height board from 770 to 970 mm 
by gas spring . 
 
Available extras :  
•5 litre electronic boiler 
•Swinging arm with sleeves ironing or spotting shape  
•Water spray on the iron or with support 
•Steam spotting gun 
•Lighting group with or without iron balancer 
•Pump with feeding tank

Ironing table



Expert

Vacuum and blowing board Mod. TAS-F with or without boiler - 
adjustable height - PHOTOCELL activating various operations 
 
Strong vacuum and blowing table. Buck with internal fiberglass 
covering and special silicon padding for cold finishing  
 
Vacuum is activated by a photocell while blowing is obtained by 
pushing a pedal with a foot point.  
 
Finishing performance is very high, the shape is attractive and 
ergonomically designed.  
The buck can be used on either side to finish all kinds of garments, 
especially trousers. It is also equipped with an air conveyor chimney  
 
Available extras :  
•Built-in boiler  
•Arms for sleeve ironing and steel arms for spotting 
•Pivoting ironing rest 
•Support for trousers leg 

Ironing table



Basic

Universal form finisher for outerwear garments Mod. M780 - with boiler 
 
Universal form finisher for the blowing finish of all outerwear garments 
 
It is equipped with a 9 litre or a 20 litre boiler capacity, with two different 
and separate resistance groups for consumption modulation 
 
Finishing cycles controlled by microprocessor. Revolving dummy allows 
to operate on the garment even during cycles  
 
Available extras: 

•Steam iron group 
•Steam gun 
•Water spray-gun 
•Special dummies 

Form finisher



Advanced

Dummy for Form -Finishers Mod. WET - perfect for water washed 
garments  
 
Dummy for universal ironing . Without bag for a better finishing of the 
linings and with manual garment stretching. Complete with special 
clamps and sleeve expanders .  
 
Width of the shoulder frame:  
min 35 cm. - max 53 cm.  
 
Height of dummy: cm. 130 

Form finisher



Tensioning form finisher Mod. M 502, for connection to an external 
steam supply. 
 
Tensioning form finisher, designed to fulfill demands of a Wet 
Cleaning pressing system that requires vertical tensioning for 
perfect seam finishing and fabric "revitalising". It features a special 
tensioning system for the garment being processed and the 
powerful hot air flow provides a high class finish. Automatic 
positioning of the dummy is accomplished using a photocell.  
 
With PLC system as standard allowing up to 10 programs to be 
customised and saved, a 270° rotating dummy; lateral and rear 
pneumatic clamps for vents. Using the tensioning form finishers for 
dry cleaned garments, a very high standard of finish will be 
achieved. Any final touching-up (if at all) is restricted to very minor 
details. 

Available options (upon request) 
•GFV steam iron assembly complete with ALL STEAM iron for final 
touch-up

Expert

Form finisher



Universal pneumatic topper Mod. MPT-823/DP2-pneumatic waist and legs 
tensioning - with special paddles to fix pleats 
 
Universal Pneumatic topper with pneumatic tensioners and special 
paddles for pleats pressing . Steam heated waist form . Possibility of 
steaming and blowing before locking of the pneumatic paddles.  
 
Available extras:  
• Water spray gun 
• Air flow regulation valve  
• Manual devices for waist and legs size control  
• Clamps for external clamping and internal hem expander 
• Super heater for the steam 
 
It is also produced with photocell for automatic alignment of the leg 
trolley and automatic starting of the cycle.  
Ready for connection to steam and compressed air supply.  
 
Available extras:  

• Special device for stretch and pre-set size trousers 
• Clamps for external clamping and internal hem expander

Expert

Topper



Revolving finishing cabinet Mod. Sirio-291 
 
Revolving finishing cabinet provides finishing for any kind of 
garment : 
•jackets, coats, dresses etc. using the former shape; 
•trousers, skirts, etc. using the topper shape. 
 
Fully automatic finishing cycle by digital microprocessor. 
No need for compressed air for the standard operation. 
Available with built-in boiler or ready for connection to an external 
steam supply.  
As an extra, at your request, you can have two jacket shapes or 
two topper shapes on the same unit.  
Plus an extra outside ventilation kit for accurate bag adjustment 
before the finishing cycle or for brushing operations. 

Finishing cabinet



Shirt and universal form finisher Mod. Easy Form 3000- with or without 
boiler 
 
Shirt and universal form finisher. Thanks to practical qualities, high 
versatility and upgraded technical features, excellent finishing results 
are obtained not only on shirts, white coats and uniforms but also on 
traditional garments, with a simple reset of the machine. Pneumatic 
front paddle closing device, with steam heated and vacuum counter-
paddle. Manual trolley for the alignment to the shirt hem, complete 
with two lateral and one rear pneumatic paddles. Pneumatic 
adjustable clamps for sleeves. 
Manual neck locking. Finishing cycles controlled by microprocessor 
and possibility to work with manual cycles. 
 
Available extras : 
•Built-in electronic boiler. 
•Water spray gun with support. 
•Electric iron for finishing touches. 
•Buttoner-post + shirt hanger.  

Shirt and form finisher



Shirts folder Mod. Easy 
 
Simple to use  
Handle operation  
Special fold system  
Easy maintenance  
40/50 shirts per hour production  
Dimensions: mm. 705 x 950 x 1300 

Accessories


